„Baby-Fox“- Competition on 80 meters !
Taking bearings to the 3 ARDF-Transmitters before you start to run is allowed only in the
start- and Camping-area ! Transmitters will start transmitting at 19.00 hours. So you are
free to start at 19:00 hours!
DO NOT FORGET YOUR COMPASS, PENCIL AND RULER!
After your start, you have to target the 3 ARDF Transmitter MOE, MOI, MOS on 3.579
MHz from any location you like. These 3 ARDF-transmitters do not need to be found,
just locate them on your map. Every time MOS stops transmitting there is a pause of 2
minutes.
The presumed locations of these 3 ARDF- transmitters are only to be drawn on the map.
For example like this.

Between the 3 suspected locations draw 3 lines.
For example like this.

Then draw 3 more vertical lines to the middle of the 3 lines.

In the crossing area of these 3 red lines, will be the location of the Baby-Fox. Run to this
location of the Baby-Fox that is transmitting permanently also on 3.579 MHz. The Baby-Fox
can be heard in a range of approximately 100m. Listen in the pauses of 2 minutes.
At the Baby-Fox there are no Si-Boxes or other marking tools! But only little tickets with
numbers in the sequence of your arrival. Take one of these tickets and then go
comfortably, easy and calm back to the Camping Place and show you number. Write your
name or call on your ticket and map and give them to the organizer or his assistant.
The bringing back transmitter “MO” at the Camping-Place will permanent transmitting MO
on 3.530 MHz.
Maximal walking Time: 120 minutes.
The winners of place 1, 2 and 3 will get a nice medal.
Every one will get a certificate.
Good luck !
Silent Key.
This race will remember our good friend Edwin Verburg PE5EDW the inventor of this race
who suddenly died on February the 3rd 2018.

